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Please keep this �le anonymous: do not write your name inside this �le.

More information about assignments at http://disi.unitn.it/∼zunino/teahing/omputability/assignments

Please do not submit a �le ontaining only the answers; edit this

�le, instead, �lling the answer setions.

1 Question

(I am re-proposing this exerise sine only a few students solved it. This exerise

is rather important, sine it involves a reasoning whih frequently appeared

in past exam questions. While we shall see more examples of these onepts

in lass, it would be useful to start exerising on that. If you have already

sumbitted an answer, skip this and do not resubmit your answer please.)

Let F be the set of partial funtions {f ∈ (N N)|∀x ∈ N. f(2 · x) = x}.

• De�ne two distint partial funtions f1, f2 whih belong to F . (I.e, provide

two suh examples.)

• De�ne two distint partial funtions g1, g2 whih do not belong to F . (I.e,

provide two suh examples.)

• De�ne a partial funtion f ∈ F , and onsider the set of its �nite restri-

tions G = {g ∈ (N N)|g ⊆ f ∧ dom(g) �nite}.

� De�ne two distint partial funtions h1, h2 whih belong to G. (I.e,

provide two suh examples.)

� Prove whether F ∩ G = ∅.

1.1 Answer

Write your answer here.
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2 Question

Consider the following funtion:

f(n) =

n
∑

i=0

i2 + i

Write a FOR loop implementing f , then translate it in the λ-alulus as

program F1.

Then, write a reursive Java-like funtion implementing f , and translate it

in the λ-alulus as program F2.

2.1 Answer

Write your answer here.

3 Question

Consider the following funtion:

f(n) =

{

x2 + y if n = pair(inL(x), y)

x+ 4 · y if n = pair(inR(x), y)

Convine yourself that f is de�ned for all naturals n, i.e. it is total.

Write a λ-term implementing funtion f , exploiting the programs Pair, Proj1, P roj2, InL, InR,Case, . . .

we saw in lass (also de�ned in the notes).

3.1 Answer

Write your answer here.
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